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SAFETY MESSAGE
DEREK BUDGE
Director
of Health,
Safety and
Environment,
The Redpath
Group

SAFETY DEVELOPMENTS
DESERVING RECOGNITION
In this “People” edition of the
Advance we are pleased to highlight
two very important developments:
Redpath’s women in safety and the
Intelex implementation team.
With gender diversity being as
important as it is, we are proud
of the prominent role females in
our company play in offices and
underground environments. In this
issue we focus on some of the key
individuals from various regions who
work in safety/training roles. The
contributions of these individuals
deserve recognition. In many regions
of the world where we operate, until
fairly recently women were forbidden
from working underground in the
mines. Fortunately this has changed.
Women were first allowed to work
in underground mines in the 1970s
in the United States and Canada,
in the 1980s in Australia, 1990s in
South Africa and 2000s in Germany,
Mongolia and Indonesia.
We also want to recognize the team
behind Intelex, Redpath’s safety
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software solution. Intelex helps us
streamline and simplify our safety
management systems. This may
sound like a fairly straightforward
implementation process, but believe
me it isn’t.
In order to maintain the high quality
of our existing safety management
systems, a considerable effort is
required to customize, configure,
test and prove the system for each
element of the safety program.
Currently, partial implementation of
key areas of our safety programs
in Australia, Canada and the
United States has been achieved.
Africa has selected their core
team and is prepped and ready
for implementation in the coming
months with Indonesia, Mongolia
and Europe set to follow suit in the
not too distant future.
When fully implemented, Intelex
will allow us to have global access
to real-time information from
all regions. This will increase
consistency and accountability and
will provide us with the tools to easily
identify trends, ensure compliance,
increase efficiency and improve
safety in general. A big thank you to
everyone who has and will support
this important initiative.
We hope you will enjoy meeting
some of Redpath’s women in safety
and the Intelex team in the “People”
insert of the publication. Also, please

take the time to read about Redpath’s
ESG commitment.
As far as our safety performance goes,
through the middle of June 2021, we
have a solid year. Even one injury is
too many, so we still have work to do.
However, it is important to remember
that safety is a shared responsibility
and we all contribute in our own way.
Stay safe – stay healthy.

We would like to thank this
edition's contributors:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

George Flumerfelt
Derek Budge
Michelle Jonker
Todd Stevenson
Dominic Vilona
Jessica Sturlese
Lelani Robertson
Roch Larochelle
Chris Riethmuller
Soyol-Erdene Batbayar
Michael Regan
I Made Pasek
Andreas Pahl
Martin Hunka

Correction: Redpath Australia
PT’s 2020 award winners in April
edition should read: Project of the
Year Award: Olympic Dam (Mitch
Gowland accepting on behalf of
the project), Corporate Department
of the Year Award: Commercial
& Tendering (Chris Spiliopoulos
accepting on behalf of
Clayton Donnelly).

CEO’S MESSAGE
GEORGE
FLUMERFELT
Chief Executive
Officer,
The Redpath
Group

THE REDPATH SPIRIT –
CAN’T KEEP IT DOWN!
This edition of the ‘Advance’ is
focused on people - Redpath people.
When I joined the Redpath team
eighteen years ago, I soon realized
that there was something different
about Redpath. It was, of course,
the attitude of Redpath employees,
something that I refer to as the
‘Redpath Spirit’. What is it exactly and
why is it so important?

THE REDPATH SPIRIT: A
SPRINGBOARD
TO INNOVATION
Redpath has developed a complete
line of Redbore raise drills that many
of us believe are the best raise drills
in the world. We would not have
developed this fleet and along the
way committed to building the world’s
most powerful raise drill, the Redbore
100 (aka the ‘Queen Louise’) without
a motivated and determined group of
employees at all levels, I can assure
you. Nor would we have taken on
projects in recent years in countries
such as Botswana, Russia, Zambia,
Belarus, Mongolia or Indonesia all
of which have presented unique
challenges to be overcome. Without
the ‘can do’ culture that we have, we
would not have taken on the global

excavations we have done in recent
years at the Freeport project, for
example, are truly mind boggling in
size. All the great accomplishments
listed above are being done more
professionally and we are working
more safely than ever before. None
of these accomplishments would be
possible without the Redpath Spirit!
ADMIRABLE PERFORMANCE
DURING PANDEMIC
The Redpath Spirit has certainly
helped us over the last 15 months as
the world has battled the COVID-19
pandemic. I thank all Redpath
employees for carrying on in such a
magnificent manner despite all the
complications of remote work, long
rotations, adapting to new health and
safety protocols along with isolation

The Redpath Spirit has certainly helped us over the last 15 months as the world has
battled the COVID-19 pandemic. I thank all Redpath employees for carrying on in such a
magnificent manner despite all the complications of remote work, long rotations, adapting to
new health and safety protocols along with isolation from family and loved ones.
Redpath started out in 1962 as a
small Canadian mining contracting
company established to service
the underground mining industry
in central Canada. The company
has grown enormously over the
years and today services the global
mining industry and has over 6,000
employees. Growth of this magnitude
doesn’t happen without an employee
base that is energized and dedicated
to the cause and is willing to embrace
any and all challenges they encounter
along the journey.
As time goes on, commitment,
dedication, and enthusiasm build and
a distinct culture takes root. This is
what happened at Redpath and I’ve
seen the Redpath Spirit strengthen
over the years as we have embraced
many challenges by employing
innovative ideas and committing
to new ways of doing things. A few
examples to illustrate follow.

redpathmining.com

expansion challenge that has resulted
in new business units we have in
Africa, Australia, and Europe today.
Redpath has become the world’s
premier shaft sinking company with a
worldwide reputation for excellence
and providing innovation solutions to
many projects over the years as we
have played a lead role in advancing
shaft-sinking technology. The recent
successful implementation of shaft
boring roadheader technology to
complete a twin shaft sinking project
in record time in Belarus by the
Redpath Deilmann team is testament
to the spirit of our employees.
Over the years, our mine
development practices have evolved
and continue to do so, as Redpath
teams apply ever-evolving best
practices in order to continuously
improve productivity and service
levels to our clients. The mass

from family and loved ones. You have
all performed admirably during this
time and, most importantly, our safety
performance has remained excellent
despite all the distractions.
Turning to the present time, things
are improving as far as the battle
against the virus goes as vaccines
become more readily available and
inoculation levels ramp up. We still
have a long way to go on a global
basis before the battle is won but we
now have hope for a better future
and a return to a life that is closer
to normal than the one we currently
have. I am looking forward to visiting
some of our projects again and
getting to see first-hand some of the
excellent work we do for our clients.
Sounds to me like a lot more fun than
a constant diet of virtual meetings!
Keep up the great work everyone,
stay safe, and thanks for all that
you do for Redpath!
JULY 2021
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GLOBAL COMMUNITY
HEAD OFFICE

AFRICA

Zondereinde serves as
the longest standing
project ever undertaken by
Redpath South Africa

FLYING THE REDPATH FLAG HIGH AT ZONDEREINDE MINE
Redpath Mining South Africa has
operated at Northam Platinum’s
Zondereinde Mine for over 30 years
and is currently working on the
mine’s Decline Extension Project.
This entails the opening up of ore
on the upper conventional levels
(15 and 16 level operations) and the
installation of associated boxfronts.
This project is crucial to the mine
in that it will open up ore reserves
and substantially increase the life
of mine. The development works
are being executed at the deepest
point of any platinum mine in the

world. The current contract provides
for the development of 2,800 m³
per month from numerous tunnels,
some at gradients ranging from -8° to
-20°. Development is conducted by
means of hand-held hydropower rock
drills, as well as single and double
boom drill rigs. The mine has been
operational since 1993 and remains
profitable, producing 320,000 oz.
of platinum annually. Zondereinde
serves as the longest standing project
ever undertaken by Redpath South
Africa. Thank you to the crews on site
for continuing to represent Redpath!

REDPATH THONKET’S FIRST
STRATEGIC WORKSHOP
In late February 2021, executives
from Redpath Africa attended the
first Redpath Thonket Joint Venture
Strategic Workshop in Accra, Ghana.
The two-day workshop was attended
by Lawrence Schultz (Managing
Director), Graham Roberts (New
Business Executive), Bennie Burger
(General Manager – Mining and
Raiseboring), Alan Nash (Business
Manager – Tendering), Benjamin
Dedzo (Thonket), Samuel Takyi
(Thonket) and Anthony AduNketiah (Thonket).
Following the workshop, a number
of executives visited AngloGold
Ashanti’s Obuasi Mine - an open-pit
and underground gold mine situated
near Obuasi, in the Ashanti Region
of Ghana. The team also attended
a site visit at Golden Star’s Wassa
Mine – an open-pit and underground
gold mine situated in the Wassa
East District in the western region
of Ghana. A highlight of the trip for
the delegates was the privilege of
meeting Honorable Samuel Abu
Jinapor, the Minister of Mines and
Natural Resources.

IKAMVA PROJECT ACHIEVES 269 LTI FREE DAYS
Congratulations to the Redpath
Raiseboring crew on achieving
269 Lost Time Injury Free Days at
Sibanye-Stillwater’s Kloof Mine Ikamva Shaft. On May 11th, 2021,
the crew of 10 completed raise
drilling of a 1.8 m Ø ventilation hole
of 73 m and a 3.8 m Ø dam hole of
26 m using the Redbore 70. Well
done to the crew for living our Safety
- First, Last and Always motto!
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Left to Right: Honorable Samuel Abu
Jinapor (Ghana’s Minister of Mines
and Natural Resources) alongside
Bennie Burger (General Manager –
Mining and Raiseboring).

redpathmining.com

TEAMING UP FOR A LOCAL
CHARITY

HEAD OFFICE

AMERICAS
SOUTH MINE SHOWS
SUPPORT FOR THEIR OWN
AND THEIR COMMUNITY
TODD STEVENSON
Project Manager South Mine Shaft
Refurbishment
What a small group of individuals
who come together in times of
uncertainty can do! As a leader, I
strive to create a work environment
of respect and brotherhood. Brothers
look after each other in times of good
and bad. Unfortunately, this is a time
of uncertainty for one of our fellow
Redpath brothers. I sympathize with
how this must feel as a husband,
provider, father, family member and
co-worker. In a world that already has
its struggles.

In mid April, on his last shift before
starting chemotherapy treatment for
stage 2 cancer, this co-worker saw
the entire crew show their support
by shaving his head, but it didn’t
stop there. Each crew member
subsequently shaved each other’s
heads, and requested a payroll
deduction to assist the co-worker
financially through these difficult times.
As a leader it gives me great pride to
see this. People are what make the
difference. Good people seem hard to
find at times and everyone is different,
but during times like this you truly see
a team.

With COVID-19 lockdowns, the
South Mine Shaft Rehabilitation
Project team realized that not only
are we fortunate to still be working,
but that there are many families that
could use some help. We decided
to support a local charity – the
Pregnancy Care Center and Infant
Food Bank – which helps young
families and single mothers who need
some assistance.
With our client Vale Canada Limited
jumping on board, a scoop tram was
set up at the South Mine access gate
and soon five pick-up truck loads of
formula, diapers, clothing, strollers,
and other goods had been collected.
The initiative also received $16,500 in
monetary donations, plus additional
donations made online.
Our great culture on site embodies
not only safety, but also helping out
those in need. As leaders, we lead
by example. We demonstrate the
importance of not only safety at work,
but also kindness and caring for
others throughout our community.

As a leader it gives
me great pride to see
this project come together.
People are what make the
difference.

PROJECT WIN!
Todd Stevenson (Project Manager,
South Mine Shaft Refurbishment) gets
his head shaved.

redpathmining.com

Redpath USA has been awarded a two-year contract with OceanaGold at
the Haile Gold Mine in Kershaw, South Carolina, with an option to extend for
a third year. Congratulations to the Redpath USA team on the award!

JULY 2021
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GLOBAL COMMUNITY
HEAD OFFICE

AUSTRALIA

500 FOR ZERO AND
MATES IN MINING
Thanks to Redpath Australia’s
excellent safety record in 2020,
a total of $21,000 was raised to
further support MATES in Mining.
The initiative is part of Redpath
Australia’s “Strength in Numbers”
Mental Health and Wellbeing
Program. It is a collaboration
with MATES in Mining aimed
at incorporating crucial suicide
prevention training across our
sites in Australia.

We are
looking
forward to taking
advantage of the
increased safety
and expected
productivity gain
that the Sandvik
DD212 will
deliver.

Vince Borg received the $21,000
donation on behalf of MATES in
Mining and MATES in Construction.

REDPATH AUSTRALIA
TAKES DELIVERY OF THE
FIRST SANDVIK DD212
Redpath Australia has received the
first Sandvik DD212 production drill.
The DD212 is a single-boom, electrohydraulic drill for mining development
and production and has been highly
anticipated in the Australian narrow
vein market. It is currently operating
at Silver Lake Resources’ Rothsay
Gold Mine in Western Australia.

requested a 12 rod carousel be fitted
to both of the rigs we have ordered.
Sandvik had a plan in the pipeline for
this carousel but agreed to fast track
the project for us.”
“As you can see by the photo the
carousel has not yet fitted to the
first machine due to scheduling
requirements but is due to arrive in
June. However we are looking forward
to taking advantage of the increased
safety and expected productivity gain
that this will deliver.”

ART OF ENGAGEMENT
LEADERSHIP TRAINING
The Redpath Art of Engagement
Safety Leadership program aims
at assisting frontline leaders to
understand that their key responsibility
towards enhancing safety, is to create
a culture in which people at all levels
demonstrate active care. This is
accomplished through engagement
and courageous conversations.

Redpath Australia’s Plant Manager,
Chris Riethmuller:
“We specifically needed a rig that
could drill in a 2 x 3 metre drive,
being able to drill within 100 mm of
each wall to minimize dilution and
increase recovery. Sandvik Mining
and Rock Technology stepped up
to the challenge to the extent of
redesigning the boom configuration
to accommodate the request. We
then challenged them further and
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LEST WE FORGET.
Redpath Australia employees commemorating the national day of remembrance,
Anzac Day, on April 25th. The day recognizes all Australians and New Zealanders
who served and died in all wars, conflicts, and peacekeeping operations.

redpathmining.com

REDPATH’S

ARE WHAT MAKE THE DIFFERENCE
LELANI
ROBERTSON
Global HR
Director

T

his edition of The Advance
focuses on THE PEOPLE
of Redpath and as I write this,
Our Philosophy and Guidelines
For Success immediately come
to mind. These guiding principles
are inherently about our people –
about us!
It is no surprise, because of
these long-held principles, that as
one walks through any Redpath
workplace, there are so many of our

redpathmining.com

employees who can be described
as honest, fair and responsible.
Employees that are focused on
producing the highest quality of
work – on time – and who take
accountability and do not blame
others when things go wrong. As we
all strive towards living these values, I
draw your attention to a long-serving
employee of Redpath, featured in
the Guest Spotlight. Martin Hunka
(retiring Chief Financial Officer –
Americas) has been with Redpath
for many years and is one such
Redpather who truly epitomizes the
values outlined in the Guidelines
For Success.
This way of being has
served Redpath well and
remains as relevant
today as when the
principles were first
penned by Jim
Redpath in 1962.
From a personal
perspective,
I have been
privileged in
my global role
to witness,
firsthand, that no
matter whether
you are in the
Gobi Desert in
Mongolia or in

As one walks
through any Redpath
workplace, there are so
many of our employees who
can be described as honest,
fair and responsible.
a remote area of Canada, these
words are lived by so many of our
employees. Our culture is strong and
universal!
Continued on p. 8.

GUIDING PRINCIPLES
PENNED BY JIM REDPATH IN
REDPATH'S EARLY DAYS:
Guidelines
For Success

Our
Philosophy
The Redpath Group Philosophy
makes a commitment to:
provide a level of service to the
mining industry which will exceed
normally accepted standards;
create a desire in the industry
for our continuing services;
provide scope and
challenge for our employees;
control growth in order to maintain a
high calibre of service to the industry.
This philosophy has served Redpath
well since 1962, and it will continue
to support our belief that, at Redpath,
“Challenge is an important part of life.”

We are honest, fair and responsible.
We make accurate schedules and budget
forecasts that are managed and met to the
best of our abilities without surprise.
We work by our principles of
“SAFETY - FIRST, LAST AND ALWAYS.”
We never criticize our competition.
We give and publish
well-written technical papers.
We do not over commit.
We ask if we don’t know the answer.
We remember that our goal is
to serve our clients well.
Excuses are unacceptable.
We act in the long-term interest of
our company and our clients.
We do not take advantage of
short-term situations.

redpathmining.com

redpathmining.com
redpathmining.com

To see our Philosophy and Guidelines
for Success, take a photo of this
code with your phone’s camera
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and click ‘open site’.

In fact, in our culture values
assessment conducted in July 2019,
1261 employees from around the
world chose these words, as words or
concepts that describe who they are:
Honesty
Family
Accountability
Positive Attitude
Respect
Commitment
Continuous Learning
Safety
Adaptability
Balance (home/work)
Coincidence that there is such a high
degree of similarity to the Guidelines
For Success? I think not. This survey
will be conducted again in July of this
year, so be sure to look out for the
invitation to participate.
Of course, we are human and
sometimes fall short, but our
Guidelines For Success offer us
something to strive towards - a
guiding compass - not only for our
working lives, but for our personal
lives too. Think about the Guidelines
For Success as an opportunity for
personal and team reflection.
These Guidelines For Success set
a very high standard for each of
us. However, in the words of Jim
Redpath, “Challenge is an important
part of life.”

During the past 18 months, we have
all had our fair share of challenges
presented to us as a result of the
global pandemic. The response of our
employees to these obstacles has
been nothing short of admirable. Field
employees, who have had to endure
roster disruptions, quarantines and
regular testing, have taken these
in their stride and have done what
needs to be done.
Our support and administrative
services working from home due
to lockdowns - often under very
trying circumstances - continued
to operate with the highest levels
of professionalism and integrity.
Unfortunately, we are still living in
the global pandemic, with some
countries currently in the third wave.
Please remember that the Employee
Assistance Program is in place and
there for you and your families to use,
regardless of the difficulties you may
be experiencing.
Are there challenges that exist that
need not exist? Absolutely! These
are the areas where continuous
improvement and continuous learning
become critical, in order to make us
better tomorrow than we are today.
Technology offers us some of
these solutions.
In the past few years, Redpath
has implemented and continues

From a personal
perspective, it is my
hope that every employee at
Redpath feels that they are
valued and that they are part
of a winning team.
to implement business solutions
that seek to minimize what can be
considered cumbersome processes –
particularly those of an administrative
nature. One such solution is Project
Polar Bear – the project that is tasked
with implementing the Ramco Human
Capital Management (HCM) globally.
There are Human Resources (HR)
processes that, while still important
and necessary, are manual and timeconsuming. Ramco HCM will begin to
automate some of these processes
for us. For example, employees
will be able to request leave by
going onto Ramco (through their
smartphones, tablets or desktops)
and their manager or supervisor will
be able to approve (or decline) these
requests on the system.
At the time of this publication, Ramco
is being launched in Canada as a
pilot project. Training on how to use
the system is currently underway. Be
sure to reach out to your supervisor,
HR representative or manager if you
have not yet received this training.
I would like to send a special shout

OUR
PEOPLE
IN PICTURES
Meet some of our
employees from
around the globe!
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Mark Donghi
General Manager, Coal,
Australia

Peter Stephan, Nathalie Marose
and Jochen Greinacher,
Redpath Deilmann, Germany

Allan Brady
General Manager,
Raiseboring, Australia

redpathmining.com

out to the Project Polar Bear team
who managed the implementation
remotely. This, coupled with the
fact that our teams were operating
across different time zones (South
Africa, USA and Canada) and were
in constant communication with the
service provider in India, makes this a
remarkable achievement! This again,
speaks to our employees truly living
the Guidelines For Success.
I speak for all HR practitioners in
Redpath when I say that it is exciting,
challenging and highly rewarding
to work towards enabling safe,
profitable production through people.
There is much work to be done and
we continue to tackle this work with
enthusiasm and tenacity.
From a personal perspective, it is my
hope that every employee at Redpath
feels that they are valued and that
they are part of a winning team. Poet
and civil rights activist Maya Angelou
said it best:

“I’ve learned that people
will forget what you said,
people will forget what you
did, but people will never
forget how you made
them feel.”
- Maya Angelou

Redpath Australia ladies
celebrate International
Women’s Day!

redpathmining.com

Guidelines For Success - An Opportunity for Personal and Team Reflection
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1
Am I always honest, fair
and responsible?

2
Do I commit to timelines and
costs, and deliver on them?

3
Do I always work by our
principle of Safety – First, Last
and Always? Do I look out for
physical safety hazards? Do I
consider the mental well-being
of my team members?

4
Do I sometimes find myself
criticizing others in a
non-constructive way?

5
When I produce work (email,
report, technical paper) is it
done to the best of my ability?

Are there times when I failed
to ask for clarity on something
I did not understand, which
resulted in double or
repeat work?

7
Do I serve my client (internal
and external) well?

8
Do I make excuses and
avoid accountability?

9
Do I always act in the long-term
interests of the company, or do
I sometimes take the
easier path?

10
Do I sometimes focus on what
produces a short-term win but
may conflict with a
longer-term strategy?

WELCOME VAUGHAN OFFICE TEAM!
The Shared Services Centre (SSC)
in Vaughan, Canada, will provide
non-core services to the business
units by leveraging economies of
scale, organizational realignment,
standardized processes and best
practices. SSC began providing
services to the Americas business
unit in Q1 2021, under the
management of Ann Bamfo
and Anna MacMillan. SSC will
provide services to all other
Redpath business units globally
over the coming years.

2021
JULY 2021
JULY
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A DAY IN THE LIFE

MEET MEMBERS OF THE INTELEX

CHRIS RIETHMULLER
PLANT & ASSET MANAGER
AUSTRALIA

Intelex will provide safety management information from all regions
in real-time. More info is available in the Safety Message on page 2.

MICHELLE SEGUIN

YE

AR

S

14

WITH
REDPATH

In summary, a typical day for me is
generally about assisting operations
across the three divisions to achieve
our business objectives by making
well-informed decisions.

10
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AUSTRALIA

Manager Health, Safety, Environment and
Quality – Corporate, Australia
Graeme has been heavily involved in Intelex from
the initial investigation and development stages
through to implementation across the Australian
business unit.
TARA MCGRADY

2

YE A

WITH
REDPATH

Document Controller, Australia
Tara has led user acceptance testing, processed
access requests and developed Procedures and
Quick Reference Guides. She has also provided
training and quality compliance audits.
JOHAN MOSTERT

6

YE A

RS

A typical workday also includes
providing input on tenders for
national supply agreements, to
ensure we are not only getting a
price advantage but also that the
quality of the product and the lead
times are not compromised.

YE

WITH
REDPATH

RS

The new computerized maintenance
management system (CMMS) in
JD Edwards has changed the way
we capture maintenance data.
This means added challenges in
supporting our people implementing
the system as well as the nine sites
now using the system.

18

S

With our current influx of tenders
and the extended lead-time on the
core equipment used in a typical
project, I also need to continually
communicate with OEMs about the
availability of project equipment
requirements.

Project Leader - Safety Software
Implementation (RMI)
Michelle has been instrumental in implementing
Intelex and works with the IT Lead to understand
the necessary system updates. She also provides
support to the global safety teams.

GRAEME CHRISTIE

AR

After a good coffee and a large
breakfast, I spend a large portion of
my day on our plant and equipment
capital budget schedule. This
includes assessing equipment for
projects mobilizing, replacements on
existing projects and refurbishment
of equipment currently in operation
or recently demobilized.

REDPATH MINING
INC. (RMI)

WITH
REDPATH

AFRICA

Manager Safety, Health, Environment, Quality
and Training, Corporate, Africa
Johan is the lead for the Intelex implementation
in Africa. He is currently preparing his team for
implementation in 2021-22.

ENVIRONMENT, SOCIAL
AND GOVERNANCE
STATEMENT (ESG)
The new buzzword that appeared in business
in 2019 was Environmental Social Governance
(ESG). Now it is mainstream and the focus of
businesses globally. In essence, companies
need to actively strive towards contributing
positively to the environment, social causes
and to conduct themselves responsibly.

A DAY IN THE LIFE

IMPLEMENTATION TEAM!
RED

YE A

R

1

GREY

= Information Technology role

LISA VETRO

WITH
REDPATH

ROCH LAROCHELLE
= Safety role

SHAFT TECHNICIAN
CANADA

REDPATH MINING
INC. (RMI)

Global IT PMO, Project Lead (RMI)
Lisa works with Michelle Seguin to manage
the Intelex implementation process. She has
provided valuable implementation experience
and expertise to the team.

4:00 AM - START DAY
RAJA GANGIREDDY

YE A

RS

9

WITH
REDPATH

Business Analyst - JD Edwards, IT
– Business Applications (RMI)
Raja works with IT, Business and Intelex teams
on enhancements, fixes, change migrations,
deployments and project administration.

ALEX FEDORET

YE A

RS

2

WITH
REDPATH

RMI

RMI

IT Business Analyst,
RMI Business Applications
Alex works with IT and Intelex teams to provide and
support testing and implementation of necessary
changes and updates to the system.

5:30 AM - ARRIVE TO SITE
Change into work clothes. Greet the
cross shift coming off shift.

6:00 AM - SAFETY HUDDLE
Wait for the blast to clear.

6:30 AM - PREPARE TO GO
UNDERGROUND
Gather tools and materials to proceed
with the line up for the day.

7:10 AM - TASK COORDINATION
Help plan next steps for the remainder
of the shift. Fill out necessary prints
and documentation.

7:45 AM - SAFETY CHECKS
The Intelex Implementation Team continues on page 12.

To see our ESG document,
please take a photo of this
QR code with your phone
and click open site.

Mining has a particularly high visibility in this regard due to its
global footprint. Fortunately, Redpath's nearly six-decade old “Our
Philosophy" and “Guidelines For Success" foresaw this need and
address many of the issues of concern from an ESG perspective.
This is spelled out in our newly published “Environmental, Social
& Governance Statement". One of the key areas discussed in the
statement is "People", the focus of this edition of Advance.
Everyone at Redpath is encouraged to read the ESG document,
and think about how it affects your day-to-day work and what
impact it has on the projects we undertake and in dealing with
our clients.

Ensure all steel heading in shaft is
within spec. Help deckman prepare
materials and rig up all needed
steel beams.

8:30 AM - 4:45 PM UNDERGROUND
Install steel set in shaft with crew.
QAQC all steel and ensure that it is as
per drawing, within spec. Depending
on shaft cycle, measure for concrete
and/or take photos of shaft work to
complete at a later date.

4:45 PM - HEAD TO SURFACE
Fill out remainder of shift end
paperwork. Report completed work
to supervisor. Shift end meeting with
superiors and incoming shift.

5:45 PM - END OF SHIFT
Shower and commute home. Time
to recharge and do it all over again
the next day!
2021
JULY 2021
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COBUS BOUWER
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Manager Safety, Health, Environment,
Quality and Training, Africa
Cobus will be assisting with the Intelex
implementation and will play a key role in
site based training and auditing.

AR

6

KYLA MCKAY

WITH
REDPATH

ELZETTE SAAIMAN

YE A

WITH
REDPATH

CHRIS BETSILL

2

YE A

WITH
REDPATH

AMERICAS

General Manager, Health, Safety
and Environment – Americas
Chris has been heavily involved in
14
WITH
Intelex from the initial investigation
REDPATH
and development stages through to
implementation across Canada and the United States.
AR

S
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WITH
REDPATH

CANADA

Assistant – Safety & Training, Canada
Courtney is the contact for Canada and
USA. She participates in system testing
and provides support throughout.

RE
PRO CENT
MO
TIO
N

Estelle Goosen
Corporate Controller,
Redpath Africa

CONGRATULATIONS
ALEX SPEIRS

YE A

RS

IN PICTURES

5

RMI

Administrative Assistant – Safety
and Training (RMI)
Elysha assists in the assessment of
global needs for the system, as well as
system testing. She also develops and
provides training to system users.
COURTNEY ELLIOT

YE

MORE
OF OUR
PEOPLE

Coordinator – Safety & Training,
Canada
Kyla has worked closely with Michelle
and Elysha through the global
implementation process. She also
develops and provides training to system users.
ELYSHA CARRIERE

Document Controller / System
Administrator, Africa
Elzette will be the main system
administrator when Intelex is
implemented in Africa.

RS

RS

4

CANADA

Werner Siedentopf,
Thomas Ahlbrecht
Lilia Komar and Ralf Böttcher,
Redpath Deilmann, Germany

Frank Otten, Ines Mehrwald
and Dzianis Iholka,
Redpath Deilmann, Germany

Alex Speirs has enjoyed a long career in the Canadian mining
industry. Immigrating to Canada in the early 60s, he worked at
mines in northern Quebec. Later, as an executive, he helped
develop the Redpath Group into one of the premier mine
contracting companies in the world. Speirs was involved in
much of Redpath's early work in the Arctic, including projects
in Greenland. He was also a driving force for Redpath to go
international, specifically into the Australian market.
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During the ten-year consulting career that followed his retirement,
Speirs became one of the few foreigners to be awarded a membership in the Russian
Academy of Mining Sciences. He was also a founding member of the CIM’s Northern
Gateway Branch in North Bay. The branch won the Mel W. Bartley Outstanding
Award in 2008.

CELEBRATING
REDPATH'S
WOMEN IN
SAFETY

439
OF REDPATH'S
5,547
EMPLOYEES
WERE FEMALE
(on average in 2020)

ELISHA
SCHMALKUCHEN

Safety
Manager DCM
Redpath
Mongolia

7

YE A

RS

Meet some of our key
individuals who work on
our projects in safety/training roles,
and spend time underground. These
are women who epitomize our motto
of 'Safety - First, Last and Always'.

HELLO!

WITH
REDPATH

HELLO!
Q. Which project do you work on?

ANGY RAPHELA
Intern at Modikwa Mine
Site in South Africa

I currently hold the position of Safety Manager for
Dayan Contract Mining (DCM) - Redpath Mongolia.

ER
INT N

WITH
REDPATH

Q. What type of work do you perform?
I will be on a development and experiential program for the
next two years as part of the SHEQT program.
Q. What is your education / background?
I graduated high school in 2012 and went on to complete
my National Diploma in Safety Management in 2019. I was
previously employed by Modikwa mine, during which time I
completed my Ventilation 1 Certificate in November, 2020.
I look forward to bringing this experience to Redpath!

HELLO!
EKATERINA KOVALCHUK

2

YE A

RS

Safety Engineer at Redpath
Deilmann's Slavkaliy project
in Belarus

WITH
REDPATH

Q. What type of work do you perform?
I am working on the construction of the mining processing
complex of the Nezhinsky district of the Starobinskoe
Potash Deposit. Some of my work includes: maintenance
of fire and emergency equipment and tools at the
workplaces in the shaft. I also maintain information on site
equipment and conduct weekly safety compliance checks.
Q. What is your education / background?
I hold a Mining Engineer qualification (Mine Surveyor). I was
also trained in a variety of programs at Redpath Deilmann.

redpathmining.com

Q. How did you get started in the mining
industry?
My father spent 35 years in the mining industry and
my brother also pursued a career in mining, so I
was inspired to follow in their footsteps. I started
as a trainee in 1998, gaining my initial experience
at Pajingo in North Queensland, Australia. There
I worked within operations; nipping, installing
services as well as on the charge-up crew.
When I first started in the industry, it wasn’t
common for a female to be working as an
underground miner. Today, there are 41 female
miners serving in various roles at DCM.

I’m proud to be part of a project
and an industry where there’s
more representation and acceptance of
women than ever before.
Q. What type of work do you perform?
I spend a fair amount of time underground,
interacting and engaging with the teams and
conducting hazard assessments, workplace
inspections, job observations and more. Coaching
and mentoring are also a large part of my position.
The goal is to continually develop professional
and personal skills within the crews. This results
in the promotion of many Mongolian employees to
leadership roles and fully nationalized positions.

2021
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HELLO!
REBECCA
MCCULLOUGH

WITH
REDPATH

Q. What is your educational background and
what project are you working on currently?
I hold a BA in Military and Strategic Studies
(Honours) and a Minor in Psychology. I am
currently the HSE Superintendent at the Kemano
T2 project in British Columbia.
Q. How did you get started in the mining
industry?

Q. What type of work do you perform?
I offer site training, perform underground
inspections, audits and collaborate with operations
in safety related matters such as risk management,
incident investigation and supervisory coaching
and mentoring.

HELLO
FROM
PUMPKIN
HOLLOW
NEVADA, USA
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Seth Cercone
15 years experience
Mined in Alaska
and Nevada
Recently promoted to
shift supervisor
Married with 2 kids

Superintendent of
Training for Redpath
Canada Limited in
North Bay, Ontario

9

YE A

WITH
REDPATH

Q. What type of work do you perform?
I visit our underground operations in Canada and provide
training-related support for Mongolia, Indonesia and the
USA. My mandate is to improve our training systems and
the quality of our supervisors.
Q. What is your education / background?
I hold a Bachelor of Education, Bachelor of Arts Geography. I am also a Mining Engineering Technician.

HELLO!
VIKTORIA OGOLTSTOVA
Safety Engineer at Redpath
Deilmann's Slavkaliy project
in Belarus

3

YE A

RS

I spent 5 years in the Canadian Navy performing
bridge watch-keeping and navigation on several
different warships. After my service, I settled in
Red Lake, Ontario to be closer to family, many
of whom worked in the mining industry. I began
my mining career in 2008 as an HSE Supervisor
for a small gold company and took an interest in
underground mine rescue in 2011. I have held
various mine rescue roles throughout my mining
career.

KAITLIN ELLIOTT

RS

YE A

RS

4

Safety
Superintendent
Kemano T2
project in
Canada

HELLO!

WITH
REDPATH

Q. What type of work do you perform?
Some of my work includes safety inspections on surface
and in the shafts. I also maintain information on site
equipment, and conduct weekly safety compliance
checks.
Q. What is your education / background?
I am an Engineer. I graduated from the Polytechnic
University in Russia. My specialty is the development of
oil and gas fields. I also have eleven years of experience
in the field of labour protection and industrial safety. While
working at Redpath Deilmann, I have taken additional
safety courses.

Thomas Catt
22 years experience
Recently promoted
to shift supervisor
Married with 4 kids

redpathmining.com
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Mongolians are really
good at mining.

Mitch Laplante, Jason Wismer, and Ryan Bower.

EXTENDED STINT IN
MONGOLIA
Three Canadian miners share
their experiences.
Imagine an 18-month roster, 1,300
metres underground, in a mine in the
Mongolian Gobi Desert. Add to that
the challenges of COVID-19; social
distancing, 14 days of quarantine,
and maintaining operations with
minimal staff. Jason Wismer, Mitch
Laplante and Ryan Boyer have lived
it first-hand, at the Oyu Tolgoi project.
Yet, rather than highlighting the
challenges, these three Canadians
are proud to say “We hit all our
targets safely and on time!”. Here are
their stories:
JASON WISMER /
SUPERINTENDENT
I have worked for Redpath for over 15
years, all over Canada, Kyrgyzstan,
South America and now Mongolia,
since 2016. This 18-month roster
has been my longest ever, albeit
voluntary. Prior to COVID-19, we
were on a 4 weeks on/2 weeks
off rotation. Additionally, we were
operating with less than 50% of
our workforce due to government
restrictions in people movement and
limited on-site accommodations as
a result of isolation requirements.

redpathmining.com

Despite it all, Redpath Mongolia,
and our JV partner, Hasu, exceeded
our targets, in large thanks to our
Mongolian colleagues who have
worked shoulder to shoulder with us
every step of the way. It has been
a great honour to work with such a
dedicated national workforce. They
are welcoming and curious about
our lives, what we know, and how
we mine. Even if our languages and
cultures are different, we understand
each other very well. Mongolians
are very adept at learning and they
are developing technical expertise
quickly. OT is a super project with
new equipment, new ways of doing
things, opportunities to explore ideas
and top tier professionals.
I have no regrets for being a miner.
It’s my choice, even if it means
sacrifices and not seeing my family,
although now I miss my daughter so
much. When I get home, I want to
see my daughter, sleep, fish and eat.
MITCH LAPLANTE / CAPTAIN
I am a third-generation mechanic.
My father worked for OT, shaft 2
and 5 as a mechanic. This is my
fifth year working in Mongolia. The
last 18-month roster was the longest
ever. It was challenging but I am ok
with it. I am used to it. I have been
a contract miner for 20 years and
have worked for Redpath since

2013. Working in Mongolia has been
a good experience. Many nationals
try really hard to get to know us, to
know our culture. We use Google
translate and show family pictures.
I have also travelled a little bit in the
countryside and it is beautiful. When
I see the job we have done and our
accomplishments, especially on a
big project like Shaft 2 and Shaft 5, it
makes me happy. Going home also
makes me happy (haha)! I miss my
son and my parents. I look forward
to having Canadian beer, traditional
western food and sitting around
a campfire.
RYAN BOYER / CAPTAIN
I have worked for Redpath since
2010. I am a third generation miner.
Mongolia is a great place to work and
Mongolians are really good at mining.
They are skilled, smart and easy to
work with. As COVID-19 stretched
on, understandably, the stress levels
increased but we stayed focused
on the task at hand and on safety
in particular. We have very good
support systems and all workers care
and look out for each other. We hit
all the targets during the pandemic,
every month, even with a significantly
reduced workforce. It’s big deal! The
nationals are incredibly committed and
capable, especially the mine captains
who motivated their crews to achieve
their targets. The women working
underground are also exceptional,
always working safely and always
staying focused. It’s challenging to
be away from your family, especially
parents and grandparents who are
getting older. Every time I leave home,
it gets a bit harder. Still, I love my job,
I can see myself doing this for another
20 years easily.
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FREEPORT INDONESIA
A NEWCOMER’S PERSPECTIVE

MICHAEL
REGAN, P. Eng.
Senior Engineer,
Indonesia

T

he name Freeport Indonesia
(PTFI) or Grasberg is
synonymous with copper and gold
production. Although many in the
mining industry are familiar with
the name or have seen pictures of
the iconic open pit at the top of a
mountain, oftentimes they know little
about the site.
Few are fortunate to have the
opportunity to not only visit the mine,
but also to experience how the mine
operates and the role Redpath plays
in keeping the heartbeat going
at PTFI.
MINE SITE
The first indication that this is not
a typical mine is the location. Mine
sites are constructed on relatively flat
ground, sometimes in the foothills
but rarely on the peak of a mountain.
When arriving to site for the first time,
it is evident that there is no naturally
flat terrain, it is either excavated/
blasted into the side of the mountain
or backfilled. For context, the town
of Tembagapura (also known as Mile
68) is 1,930m above the sea level,
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the mill is 3,000m above sea level
and the Grasberg pit is over 4,000m
above sea level. When driving
up the road from Tembagapura
to the underground workings it is
astonishing to see how the road is
carved on the side of a mountain.
The town of Tembagapura more
closely resembles a small mountain
town with beautiful views than a
camp. It has all the amenities a small
town would have such as a gym,
sports field, hospital, restaurants,
schools, library, grocery store, group
clubs, halls, etc. It breaks away from
the mold of a traditional mining camp.
The town has the vibe as if you live
here and are not just isolated here.
One downside of the location is the
rain and fog. Although there are
clear days the majority of the time it
is raining, about to rain or has just
rained. An umbrella is essential here.
Given the size of the operation, it
draws a workforce from all around
the world, with the majority being
Indonesian. Although there is a mix
of languages and nationalities there
is a sense of comradery among the
workforce. The people are friendly
and more often than not laughing.
While language barriers can be
a challenge, most are adaptive
with many knowing two or more
languages. The first phrases to learn
in Bahasa are Selamat Pagi (good
morning) and Terima Kasih
(thank you).

UNDERGROUND
The second indication that this
is not a typical underground
mine is the tonnage produced.
Production rates in underground
mines can vary greatly, most
being between 1,000 and 4,000
tonnes per day (tpd) and some
outliers up to 10,000 tpd; PTFI
is currently mining 140,000 tpd
from underground. To put this
magnitude into perspective,
the tonnage PTFI produces in
three days is the same as what
the majority of underground
mines in Ontario produce in
one year. PTFI is the single
largest producer of copper and
gold in the world. Ironically, the
gold produced happens to be a
byproduct of mining copper.
There is an unknown when
entering the underground
workings for the first time.

redpathmining.com

REDPATH AT FREEPORT
Although PTFI is a worldclass operation, there can
be a stigma that foreign
overseas underground
mines bring uncertainty and
safety concerns; this was
not the case with PTFI. The
underground infrastructure
and ground support surpassed
expectation. The offices,
shops, warehouses, and
refuge stations are all very well
constructed; comparable to
Canadian operations.
The cleanliness also surpassed
expectations, with organized
warehouses and tidy shops.
Vehicles and infrastructure
are cleaned on a daily basis.
There is a sense of pride within
the crews to maintain their
workplace.
PTFI is at the forefront of
using technology and controls
underground. Some
examples include:
Equipment Tracking &
Remote control
Ventilation on Demand
(VOD)
Traffic Management
Live monitoring of airflows,
dewatering, seismicity

redpathmining.com

Redpath started working at Freeport
Indonesia in 1982 with just one crew
and one raiseboring machine. Over
the years the relationship between
Redpath and PTFI continued to grow.
Redpath was able to provide quality
work completed in a timely and safe
manner. As Redpath continued to
prove itself time and time again, its
work profile and workforce continued
to expand to meet the client's needs.
Today, Redpath Indonesia has
almost 1,500 employees and five
underground departments, working in
three different zones of the Grasberg
Complex.
Redpath’s five areas of
responsibility at Freeport
Indonesia:

LATERAL DEVELOPMENT
We are responsible for lateral
development in the DMLZ and
GBC areas of the mine. This work
includes ramps, level development
and mass excavations (i.e. shops,
crushers, and fixed facilities).
Redpath has a proven track record
to achieve targets. The company has
the skill sets to excavate and blast
into sensitive areas that cannot be
disrupted. The belt chamber in the
photo is an example of this.

Belt chamber.

RAISEBORE
We have a fleet of ten raisebore
and boxhole machines on site used
to excavate ore passes and voids
for blasting. The Raisebore group
has been consistent at finishing
excavations on time and safely.
MECHANIZED RAISE CLIMBER
(MRC)
The MRC department’s primary
focus is developing ventilation
raises. However they are also
responsible for ore pass lining and
many specialized projects involving
working at heights.
JULY 2021
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This department’s focus is on
mucking ore from the cave to the ore
pass as efficiently as possible. The
loaders are fitted with software that
tells the operator which drawpoint to
pull from and how many tonnes.

focus is related to ore flow including
drawpoint lentils, bumpers blocks,
ventilation walls and grizzlies.
With the Grasberg complex being a
large dynamic mine, the priorities can
change quickly. Redpath has learned
to adapt and adjust the skills and
manpower to meet the client's needs.

CONSTRUCTION

FINAL REFLECTIONS

The construction department is
responsible for building infrastructure
that is required by Freeport
Indonesia. The department's primary

As I am finishing the last couple of
days of my first visit, I look out the
window in my room and I’m reminded
of what a special place Freeport

PRODUCTION

GRASBERG BLOCK
CAVE – SIGNIFICANT
MILESTONES IN Q2
I Made Pasek
General Superintendent,
GBC Operations
The second quarter of 2021
has been both challenging and
successful for Redpath’s GBC
team at PTFI. We are pleased
to note that COVID-19 has not
prevented the GBC Project from
becoming the world’s largest block
cave mine.
In addition to delivering safe and
effective development meters,
the GBC1 development team has
reached the significant milestone
of completing the excavation of the
GVD 9 Fan Chamber (Grasberg
Ventilation Decline), the fifth such
chamber of the GBC vent system.
Each chamber is equipped with a
5,500KW fan able to produce 1.7
million cubic feet of air per minute.
The unprecedented underground
production levels of the GBC mine
requires not two, but three crusher
chambers to be excavated and
constructed in order to deliver
the targeted quantity of 160,000
tonnes of ore per day. PT Redpath
Indonesia’s GBC 2 crew are
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Indonesia is. It has been surreal to
experience the magnitude of the
operation first-hand. The scale, the
location and the challenges both
on surface and underground, have
given me a new appreciation of the
Grasberg complex. Few, if any other
mines in the world can be compared
to Grasberg. The atmosphere, the
people and the attitude are what
make this place so enjoyable to work
at. The time on site has gone by
quicker than anticipated. Although
I am excited to return home, I am
looking forward to my next visit.

leading with the development of
the #603 crusher chamber while
concurrently initiating access to the
#604 conveyor drives.

capability to overcome all obstacles
while constructing and operating
the world’s largest block cave
operations.

GBC’s construction, MRC and MCM
teams were challenged with the
realignment of a key section of rail
installation for the #602 unloading
arrival station. This particular section
of rail needed to be disassembled
and raised in order to enable ore
trains of 11 rail cars to enter the #602
unloading station as per design.
Working seamlessly with the client’s
engineering, planning and rail teams,
the undertaking was safely and
effectively accomplished ahead of
schedule. The work itself consisted
of drilling 1000+ holes for track
support, epoxying track bolts into
the existing concrete base, followed
by meticulous forming works under
each track base plate. The work
required a high level of accuracy
with tight tolerances to ensure
rail alignment and smooth travel,
in order to meet the established
productivity rates. With the combined
effort of over 70 individuals from
various departments, companies
and divisions, all committed to
working closely together, this difficult
project was a complete success.
It is another demonstration of the
GBC team’s resolve, leadership and

Freeport Indonesia’s (PTFI)
Grasberg Block Cave (GBC)
operations in Indonesia are quickly
developing a world-class production
division. The PTFI team, together
with strong Redpath support, has
successfully attained the milestone
of constructing and blasting the
300th drawbell on June 30, 2021 in
a record time of only 2.5 years from
the production start date. The same
production crews also surpassed
the 100Kt/day mark, by reaching
a record of 107,000 tonnes/day
on June 26, 2021. This record
surpassed the previous site record
of 101,000 tonnes/day. These
significant achievements would not
be possible without a strong and
deeply rooted safety culture in the
GBC operations, paving the way for
even greater successes in
the future.

redpathmining.com

ON-SITE: MINER DETAILS

UPDATE FROM THE
KONRAD MINE

T

he Konrad mine is a former
iron ore mine in Germany that
is currently being converted into
a repository for radioactive waste
with negligible heat generation.
Redpath Deilmann is involved in four
independent contracts at this site. The
scope of work is broad, ranging from
planning activities to the excavation
and development of new horizontal
drifts and the modernization and
conversion of the two existing shafts.
The central part of the future
repository is the Konrad 2 shaft,
which was sunk in the 1960s and is
approximately 1000 m deep. Since
2018, work here has mainly focused
on extending the fill site roadway
at a depth of 850 m which will be
used to transport radioactive waste
into the mine workings once it is
commissioned. For this purpose, the
existing roadway with a cross-section
of formerly approx. 4.5 x 3.5 m was
extended to a diameter of 13 m in
several sections. The large roadway
geometry, in combination with
unfavourable geotechnical conditions,
meant that the scheduled work had
to be interrupted many times. In
order to control the convergences
that occurred, several extensive
injection campaigns were carried out
to temper the rock mass, in addition
to a significant increase in anchor
density. In the process, the originally
planned concept of a compliant
support system was abandoned in
favour of a rigid support system. On
April 26, 2021, this construction phase
was successfully completed with the
placement of the last rock bolt.

redpathmining.com

After a rest period of 12 months
for the convergences to subside,
the works will continue with the
installation of an inner and final
concrete shell. In the meantime,
various platforms and materialshandling equipment will be installed
in the shaft in preparation of the next
works. Except for a retrofitting phase,
it will also be possible to carry out
shaft work when the current winding
tower, including the shaft cellar, is
demolished and rebuilt. Planning for
the final shaft installations is currently
in full swing in our most recently won
contract.
In the Konrad 1 shaft, the roughingout work in the shaft and on the
fillers was completed early in 2021.
A mobile working platform was put
into operation to install the new
shaft fittings, including piping and
shaft chairs. Normally, the working
platform only moves in the northern
run of the shaft, as regular hoisting
operations are carried out in the
southern run. As a special feature,
however, the new working platform
has a pneumatically-operated folding
segment that can be used to reach
the entire shaft cross-section
for work.

Key numbers for
fill site roadway
shaft 2:

13

METRE

DIAMETER

65

METRE

TRACK
LENGTH

Photo Credit: Fotostudio Bierwagen

ANDREAS PAHL
Technician,
ARGE Schacht
Konrad, Germany

In the horizontal areas, we already
completed the final rehabilitation
in 2019. Work is currently focusing
on the installation of the first final
inner concrete shells, which are
designed for a service life of 40
years. The biggest challenge here is
the high content of reinforcing bars,
which must be installed as single
bar reinforcement due to the small
possible transport dimensions. For the
construction of the approx. 40 cm thick
concrete shells, up to 50 t of steel bar
reinforcement are used per 1000 t of
dry shotcrete.

4,200
TONNES

SHOTCRETE
PLACED

6,000+

SUPPORT
AND INITIAL
SECURING
ANCHORS
INSTALLED

KONRAD MINE
Germany

75,000
LITRES

INJECTION
AND ANCHOR
RESIN
PLACED

Photo Credit:
Fotostudio Bierwagen
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GUEST SPOTLIGHT
I realized very early in my career that Redpath rewards
those who put up their hands to take on a project or
more responsibility.
Q: Please share some
reflections on Redpath’s
growth over the years and
projects you have been
involved in.

MARTIN HUNKA (+JACK)
Martin is the Chief Financial
Advisor, Americas division,
previously Chief Financial Officer.
Martin will retire on August 3,
2021, after 32 years with Redpath.

Q: What three words best
describe your time with
Redpath?
1. Challenge. The areas of
responsibility that I had allowed me
the continual opportunity to find
solutions to unique and interesting
issues. I was privileged to have
worked with so many great people
at Redpath at all levels, in order to
take on those challenges. 2. Variety.
I can truly say that in my 32 years
at Redpath, no two days were the
same. My roles at Redpath meant
that I travelled to every continent of
the world to support our business,
experiencing the diversity of so many
countries and people. Although my
background is accounting, it was
the challenges of addressing every
finance and commercial issue,
besides accounting, that made the
job so interesting. 3. Opportunity. I
realized very early in my career that
Redpath rewards those who put up
their hands to take on a project or
more responsibility, so any success
that I’ve had since, I owe to Redpath.
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Being in a cyclical business, I
have as many reflections on how
we survived the downturns in this
business as I do on the growth. Our
annual revenues in some of the
years after I started would today
be considered a bad month, so yes
there has been fantastic growth. As
for projects, the one initiative that I’m
especially proud of arose out of my
responsibility for global insurance
at Redpath in which I had an
opportunity to design and implement
an alternative risk mitigation
vehicle that continues to be pretty
successful. I like to think of it as my
$800M project that did not require
employees or equipment, not even a
Redpath pickup truck!

Q: What is your most
memorable moment at
Redpath?
That would obviously be any of our
noon hour floor hockey games. The
guys presenting me with a trophy to
mark my 10,000th goal at a recent
Christmas Classic still has me all
choked up. Followed by the practical
jokes – I might have instigated a few
of those in years past.

Q. What advice do you have
for others at Redpath?
Besides staying true to the Redpath
Philosophy and Guidelines, over my
career at Redpath I have lived by
3 rules. First is to work safely. That

may sound like I’m pandering to the
audience given our safety culture
which I have always fully embraced.
Other than perhaps international
travel, there were no physical safety
risks in my work, so working safely
for me meant to look after my mental
well-being. Which, given the global
round-the-clock nature of our business
and the responsibility that came with
my role, often meant recognizing
when not to work so as not to be
consumed by it. Second is to play
hard. My job included a lot of time in
front of a screen so I wasn’t going to
spend my free time in front of one.
I've always had a passion for physical
outdoor activities. For that reason, I've
always tried to make my down-time
as physically active as possible. This
meant that I made sure to include one
or more of tennis, floor hockey or the
gym as part of my daily routine. Finally
the third one is always keep your stick
on the ice. Those who play hockey
will know what I mean. For everyone
else, it is a metaphor for always being
ready for any opportunities that come
your way. The first step to succeeding
is just showing up and being ready to
go, so keep your stick on the ice for
when that opportunity comes
your way.

Q. What are you looking
forward to as a retiree?
Enjoying time with my family. My
beautiful wife Theresa and our two
daughters are the ones who have
made the sacrifices over the years to
allow me to have a rewarding career
at Redpath. Now I look forward to
focusing my attention on them and
my granddaughter too. Plus, I look
forward to having the time to enjoy
my passions of camping and
canoeing.
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